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A B S T R A C T   

This paper is aimed at the usage of an augmented reality assisted system set up on the smart-glasses for training 
activities. Literature review leads us to a comparison among related technologies, yielding that Mask Regions 
with Convolutional Neural Network (R-CNN) oriented approach fits the study needs. The proposed method 
including (1) pointing gesture capture, (2) finger-pointing analysis, and (3) virtual tool positioning and rotation 
angle are developed. Results show that the recognition of object detection is 95.5%, the Kappa value of recog-
nition of gesture detection is 0.93, and the average time for detecting pointing gesture is 0.26 seconds. 
Furthermore, even under different lighting, such as indoor and outdoor, the pointing analysis accuracy is up to 
79%. The error between the analysis angle and the actual angle is only 1.32 degrees. The results proved that the 
system is well suited to present the effect of augmented reality, making it applicable for real world usage.   

1. Introduction 

Compared to traditional screens, smart glasses combined with 
augmented reality technology can present a more realistic picture, 
making it widely useful in entertainment, medical, military, education, 
and other major fields. Augmented reality has become a technology 
trend in human life, and therefore, changing human’s lifestyle with it. 
Augmented Reality (AR) is a view of a real-world environment that is 
modified by a computer. It is a subset of Virtual Reality (VR) but differs 
from VR in that it offers a greater sense of realism to its users. 
Augmented reality is a technology that combines virtual world with 
reality. Through a camera or a head-mounted device, virtual informa-
tion such as text, patterns, 3D models and other objects are added to the 
real world. The information does not need to be presented on a separate 
display. Instead, it is directly presented in front of the user’s eyes 
through the penetrating vision system and combined with the user’s 
senses. Computer vision renders 3D virtual objects from the same 
viewpoint from which the images of the real scene are being taken by 
tracking cameras (Carmigniani et al., 2011). In AR, the environment is 
real, but extended with information and imagery from the system, thus 
allowing it to bridge the gap between what is real and what is virtual 
coherently. The usage of AR is enormous. Regarding city tourism, 

Manchester Metropolitan University (MMU), Dublin Institute of Tech-
nology (DIT) and the Dublin City Council arranged a project called 
Dublin AR project. This project aims to provide a platform to superim-
pose tourism relevant information, reconstruct and revive stories of the 
past, assisting the tourist in creating an emotional experience of the 
intangible product. In education sector, AR is mostly applied in the 
classroom-based learning within the scope of scientific subjects such as 
mathematics, physics, biology, and chemistry through augmented books 
and student guides (Lee, 2012). In industrial and technical military 
operations, AR is hugely helpful for the training process due to 
complexity of maintenance and assembly tasks. AR allows a highly 
efficient and cost-effective method of training, especially in procedural 
skills. Procedural skills are the ability to follow repeated a set of actions 
step-by-step in order to achieve a specified goal. 

The research proposes a set of AR assistance system using Mask 
Regions with Convolutional Neural Network Features (R-CNN) 
approach. The system captures the pointing gesture from the image and 
analyzes it. At the same time, it uses the calibration of objects in the 
image to analyze the rotation angle of the virtual auxiliary tool. The 
above three technologies can be used to fully present the use of the 
system. The system can achieve the following sub-goals: To present the 
related information of objects in augmented reality more realistically in 
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front of users; to build the object detection function on the device, 
including the creation of object data set and training network; to show 
information corresponding to the pointing gesture; and to adjust the 
display angle of virtual auxiliary tool in accordance to the user’s lens 
rotation. 

2. AR and mask R-CNN applications 

Convolution neural network (CNN) is a class of deep neural net-
works, also known as shift invariant or space invariant artificial neural 
networks. It is mainly divided into two parts. The first part is input part, 
consisting of unsupervised multiple convolution layers and pooling 
layers. The second part consists of supervised fully connected layer. 
Convolution layer is the core part of the network, creating different 
representations of the learning dataset, starting from more general ones 
at the first larger layers, becoming more specific at the deeper layers 
(Alhaija, Mustikovela, Mescheder, Geiger, & Rother, 2018). It is able to 
extract features such as edges, lines, and corners, and the more complex 
features can be extracted over multiple layers. Therefore, based on smart 
glasses as a human–machine interface, it provides a humanized way to 
display the object name that the operator wants to know by pointing 
gestures. It can specifically be used for the training of machine operators 
and device maintenance personnel. In the near future, machines can 
replace manpower, saving time and cost of training personnel for the 
industry, making it act as the new milestone opening for the industry. 
When the user wears the smart glasses, the pointing gesture can show 
the relevant information of the finger-pointing at the object and the 
corresponding virtual tool. Through the Mask Regions with Convolu-
tional Neural Network (Mask R-CNN) network training, a system object 
detection function can be created to mark the object data set. The image 
uses the Labelme tool to mark each object in order to create a training 
data set. The car engine room is used as an example of the device. The 
marked objects included the air filter, auxiliary water tank, battery, 
brake oil pot, engine, fuse box, oil cap, and wiper water bottle, including 
images of object rotation, distance and displacement. After many ex-
periments, it is concluded that as long as the number of marked object 
data sets reaches about 110 pieces, and it contains images of objects with 
different rotation angles and different distances, it can produce consis-
tent results. The data set is trained through the Mask R-CNN. In the 
application of object detection system, an image act as an input to the 
trained network model, and the object name, position and mask infor-
mation become the output. The pointing analysis algorithm is divided 
into two steps. The first part is the acquisition of gestures. Mask R-CNN is 
used to train single finger pointing gestures. The resulting block image is 
then extracted by the skin color algorithm according to the current sit-
uation. The second part is the pointing analysis. According to the 
extracted hand, the fingertip points and finger centroids are detected 
and corresponded. The picture of the main bracket to the hand is the 
pointing of the finger. 

Practitioners in both academic and industries usually expect 3 main 
functions for AR technologies: simultaneous existence of reality and 
virtuality, interaction, and 3 dimensional operation. AR technologies 
have been applied widely. We can see AR application on tourism, 
learning and teaching development, military, car repair and mainte-
nance, and so on (Gharaibeh, Gharaibeh, Khan, Abu-ain, & Alqudah, 
2021; Jang, Ko, Shin, & Han, 2021; Lee & Rhee, 2008; Ullo, Piedimonte, 
Leccese, & De Francesco, 2019; Yin, Jung, Dieck, & Lee, 2021). To 
achieve these applications, there are 6 typical techniques named R-CNN, 
Fast R-CNN, Faster R-CNN, Mask R-CNN, You Only Look Once (YOLO), 
and Single Shot multi-box Detector (SSD). Table 1 demonstrates the 
comparison among the techniques. For better accuracy, R-CNN and its 
applications outperform the other techniques (Bello, Mohamed, & Talib, 
2021; Iqbal, Basit, Ali, Babar, & Ullah, 2021; Li, Qu, Wang, & Liu, 2021; 
Ren, He, Girshick, & Sun, 2016; Xiang, Seeling, & Fitzek, 2021). Mask R- 
CNN has been introduced recently to improve Faster R-CNN by adding 
Region of Interest (ROI) align to carry out object detection and semantic 

segmentation simultaneously. 

3. AR assistance system using Mask R-CNN approach 

The system architecture shown in Fig. 1 is divided into two parts, 
Client and Server. The client uses the Moverio BT-300 smart glasses 
developed by EPSON, and the server developed using Unity. It is the core 
algorithm which performs object detection, pointing analysis, and vir-
tual tool positioning and rotation angle analysis operations. The system 
of smart glasses is divided into two scenarios, scenario 1 presents all 
objects, and scenario 2 presents selected objects. At the beginning, the 
information of all the objects on the device is presented so that the user 
can know which objects are available. When the user is particularly 
interested in an object, the user points his finger at the object, that is, the 
situation is converted to ‘point to the object’, and all objects are no 
longer displayed. The device only displays information of the objects 
that was pointed at. 

3.1. Pointing gesture capture 

If the image gesture is captured directly by skin color detection, it is 
susceptible to light and background color (Randive, Mali, & Lokhande, 
2012). The effect is not obvious, so this paper proposes a new gesture 
capture algorithm based on Mask R-CNN and skin color detection. 400 
gesture images (including the hands of ten people) and shooting point-
ing gesture images with different rotation angles and different distances 
were marked in the Mask R-CNN training pointing gesture data set. In 
actual application, an image act as an input to obtain the position and 
mask information of the gesture, so the gesture can be captured ac-
cording to the current light of the image to reduce the missing skin color 
information. The image was first converted to the HSL color space 
(Kolkur, Kalbande, Shimpi, Bapat, & Jatakia, 2017). H stands for Hue 
which represents the attribute of color. S stands for Saturation is the 
saturation, the larger the value, the more intense the image color is. L 
stand for Lightness/brightness, where the larger the value, the brighter 
the image color is. Equations (1)–(5) are the conversion Equation of the 
color space used to transfer the image from RGB color space to HSL. RGB 
represents the red, green, and blue values of the pixel, Vmax is the 
maximum value in red, green and blue, Vmin is the minimum value in 
red, green (Köpüklü, Gunduz, Kose, & Rigoll, 2019; Loesdau, Chabrier, 
& Gabillon, 2014; Rafique, Jalal, & Kim, 2020; Xie & He, 2016). 

Vmax = max(R,G,B) (1)  

Vmin = min(R,G,B) (2)  

L =
Vmax + Vmin

2
(3)  

S =

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎩

Vmax − Vmin

Vmax + Vmin
ifL < 0.5

Vmax − Vmin

2 − (Vmax + Vmin)
ifL ≥ 0.5

(4)  

Table 1 
Comparison among major object detection techniques.  

Techniques Mechanism Efficiency Accuracy 

R-CNN Region Proposal Low High 
Faster R-CNN 
Mask R-CNN 
YOLO Regression High Low 
SSD  
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H =

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

60 ×
(G − B)

S
ifVmax = R

120 + 60 ×
(B − R)

S
ifVmax = G

240 + 60 ×
(R − D)

S
ifVmax = B

(5) 

The gestures has a high separation between hue and saturation, so 
HSL color space was used instead of other image color spaces (Ehkan, 
Siew, Zakaria, Warip, & Ilyas, 2020; Nishad, 2013; Saravanan, Yamuna, 
& Nandhini, 2016). Finger-pointing gesture were trained using Mask R- 
CNN, based on the detected pointing gesture block and mask, where the 
image pointing gesture block were used subsequently. In Eq. (6), Pixel 
represents pixel; Not skin represents non-color pixel; Skin represents 
skin color; PixelH represents hue value of the pixel; MeanH represents 
average hue value; Stdh represents the hue standard deviation value. 
Mask R –CNN’s mask removes blocks with large color differences, and 
the remaining mask blocks are defined as skin color masks. The average 
and standard deviation of the three HSL channels are calculated as hand 
skin color information. 

Pixel ∈
{
NotSkin
Skin

if|PixelH − MeanH|〉StdH

else
(6) 

Using Eq. (7) where SkinMeanH is the average hue value of the skin 
mask and SkinStdH is the standard deviation of the hue value of the skin 
mask, the image gesture block are intercepted by Mask R-CNN and the 
area where the color difference of the skin color mask is too large are 
removed. Using Eq. (8), where Not Hand represents non-hand portion of 
the image; Hands represents the hand portion of the image; Pixels 
represent saturation value of the pixel; Skinmeans represents average 
saturation value of skin mask pixels; SkinStds represents the standard 
deviation of the saturation skin color mask. Using similar Pixel Equation 
in Eq. (6), saturation removes areas with large differences, but retains 
the areas detected by the skin color algorithm. The purpose is to preserve 
the information of the hand. 

Pixel ∈
{
NotSkin
Skin

if|PixelH − MeanH|〉StdH

else
(7)  

Pixel ∈
{
NotHand
Hand

if|PixelS − MeanS|〉StdS

else
(8) 

If the hue of the image and the skin mask are too different, they 
indicate that there are non-hand objects in the image. Using Eq. (9) 
where Object stands for object and the definitions of Pixel, Hand, Pixels, 
SkinMeans, Skinstds are still the same as Eq. (8), image noise is further 
reduced. Eq. (10) were used to remove the extreme saturation area of the 
image block, the purpose of the equation is to filter the background at 
hand. Finally, the filled maximum contour is taken as the result of 
gesture capture. 

Pixel ∈
{
Object
Hand

if|PixelS − SkinMeanS|〉StdS

else
(9)  

Pixel ∈
{
Background

Hand
if|PixelS − MeanS|〉StdS × 1.5

else
(10) 

Finger-Pointing Analysis 
First, the result of gesture capture is defined as hand’s distance curve 

feature reference. The hand’s center of mass were used to pinpoint the 
palm of the hand, and the distance from all contour points of the hand to 
the palm were calculated to generate a distance map. To find the di-
rection accurately, Eqs. (11)–(14) were used to shift the palm of the 
hand (Ren, Yuan, Meng, & Zhang, 2013). (HandCenterX, HandCenterY) 
represents the shifted coordinate palm from (OriCenterX, OriCenterY). 
LeftX is left border contour value of coordinate X, RightX is right border 
contour value of coordinate X, TopY is upper border contour value of 
coordinate Y, and Bottom Y is lower border contour value of coordinate. 
If the left border contains skin color pixels greater than one-third of the 
outline height, the left border is regarded as the wrist area, and the palm 
of the hand is shifted to the left using Eq. (11). Similarly, if the right 
border is the wrist area, Eq. (12) displace the palm to the right; if the 
upper boundary contains skin-tone pixels greater than one-third of the 
outline width, Eq. (13) shifts the palm up, and if the lower boundary is 
the wrist area, Eq. (14) shifts the palm down. The expected fingertip 
point is farther from the palm of the hand, thereby increasing the weight 
of the fingertip shown in the upper part of Table 2. 

HandCenterX = OricenterX − (OricenterX − LeftX)/2 (11) 

Fig. 1. System architecture.  
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HandCenterX = OriCenterX+(RightX − OriCenterX)/2 (12)  

HandCenterY = OriCenterY − (OriCenterY − TopY)/2 (13)  

HandCenterY = OriCenterY+(BottomY − OriCenterY)/2 (14) 

The fingertip point can only be pinpointed after determining the 
palm point of the hand, using its shape and high curvature. The palm and 
distance map were first needed to be taken out (Lee & Lee, 2011). All the 
peak contour points of the image are marked as fingertip candidate 
points, and each block of fingertip’s candidate is framed. Finger’s 
characteristics are elongated and the wrist is a blocky plane, therefore, 
the calculation can be performed. First, the blocky plane need to be 
removed. For each fingertip candidate block, the color border number of 
each row and each column were calculated. The rows and columns that 
contain two black and white border are regarded as finger regions. 
Second, the white pixels of the row and column for the row and column 
containing 2 junctions were counted. Since the fingers are elongated, the 
number of pixels in each row or column is consistent, so the smoothest 
line segment is needed to avoid misjudgment due to the large area of the 
block selected by the fingertip shown in the middle part of Table 2. Eq. 
(15) is used to remove the block parts where Preserve represents a point 
on the line, Remove reserved for the rounding point, LineMean is the 
average point of the segment, neStd is the standard line point of dif-
ference. Finally, the frame with the lowest slope in the gentle area is 
selected as the final fingertip shown in the lower part of Table 2. 

Point ∈
{
Preserve
Remove

if|Point − LineMean| ≤ LineStd × 0.8
else

(15) 

After finding the fingertip point, then take the two points closer to 
the palm of the hand near the peak of the fingertip point in the figure. 
The triangle block formed by the fingertip point and the two left and 
right contour points, finally, the center point is used as the finger 
centroid. Finally, the result of the gesture capture is thinned to obtain 
the main bracket diagram of the hand. Using two points closest to the 
centroid and fingertip points of the finger, and form the pointing vector 
according to the direction of the main bracket diagram shown in Table 3. 

3.2. Virtual tool positioning and rotation angle 

The system uses smart glasses where the lens rotate with the user’s 
head instead of the fixed camera. If the operation positioning and 
steering angle of virtual tools are known, the effects of augmented re-
ality virtual tools can be presented more accurately. Taking the car 
engine room as an example of the installation, virtual tools were used on 
the air filter, engine and battery objects, and also use the Labelme tool to 
mark the production of various screw parts on the air filter, engine and 
battery objects. Each type of screw parts required for marking the 
training data set contains images of object rotation, distance and 
displacement, and then the data set is trained through the Mask R-CNN 
network to complete the part of the object screw parts detection (Deng 
et al., 2017). Two-layer network were utilized for the virtual tool 

Table 2 
Original and Adjusted Palm Distance Map.  

The red dot is the original palm position (center of mass), 
and the blue dot is the adjusted palm position 

Contour and red dot distance map (X and Y-axis: distance 
in millimeter) 

Contour and red dot distance map (X and Y-axis: distance 
in millimeter) 
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Table 3 
Fingertip number of colored regoin border.   

Number of colored regoin border (X-axis: distance in millimeter; Y-axis: number of 
colored region border) 

Number of colored regoin border (X-axis: distance in millimeter; Y-axis: number of 
colored region border) 

Left 
border 

Lower 
right 
border 

Upper 
right 
border 

Number of white regoin border (X-axis: distance in millimeter; Y-axis: number of 
colored region border) 

Number of white regoin border (X-axis: distance in millimeter; Y-axis: number of 
colored region border) 

Left 
border 

Lower 
right 
border 

(continued on next page) 
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Table 3 (continued )  

Number of colored regoin border (X-axis: distance in millimeter; Y-axis: number of 
colored region border) 

Number of colored regoin border (X-axis: distance in millimeter; Y-axis: number of 
colored region border) 

Uper right 
border 

Left 
border 

Lower 
right 
border 

Upper 
right 
border 

(continued on next page) 
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positioning flowchart as shown. The image were inputted to the first- 
layer network for object detection. In order to reduce the computing 
time, only if an object used by the virtual tool is detected, the image 
went on to the second layer network to detect the position of the screw 
parts, which completes the positioning of the virtual tool. Objects cali-
bration were used to produce the function of analyzing the steering of 
virtual tools. The rectangular calibration object in the device were 
selected, and the image inputted into the trained model through Mask R- 
CNN training to obtain the position of the calibration object on the 
image. After taking out the box image of the Mask R-CNN calibration 
object, the image converted to a grayscale image, and then it was 
binarized in order to find the largest contour of the minimum bounding 
rectangle for object calibration purposes. Afterwards, the rectangle is 
rotated to provide information for perspective analysis. The minimum 
bounding rectangle uses the algorithm of OpenCV. The information 
included the center point, width, height and angle. The angle is calcu-
lated by scanning the image from bottom to top by a horizontal line. 
When the horizontal line hits the outer rectangle for the vertex, the first 
side it encounters when it rotates counterclockwise is set as Width, and 
the other side is set as Height, and the angle when it rotated counter-
clockwise is the circumscribed rectangle angle (Dongare, 2014). Based 
on this information, the angle and rotation direction of the augmented 
reality virtual tool can be derived. Eq. (16) is the derived Equation for 
the rotation direction of the virtual tool. Turn represents the direction of 
rotation, Width is the width of the calibration object, and Height is the 
length of the calibration object which was considered to be greater than 
the length of the calibration object. If the width of the object is greater 
than the length, and it is considered clockwise rotation. Otherwise, the 
object is considered counterclockwise rotation. 

Turn =

{
Clockwise, ifWidth < Height

Counterclockwise, ifWidth > Height (16) 

The derivation Equation of the virtual tool rotation angle can be seen 
in Eq. (17), where Tool Angle represents the tool rotation angle. θ is the 
angle of the calibration object and Turn is the direction of rotation. 
When the rotation direction is clockwise, the tool rotation angle is 90 
degrees minus the circumscribed rectangle angle. When the rotation 
direction is counterclockwise, the tool rotation angle is the circum-
scribed rectangle angle. 

ToolAngle =

{
90 − θ, ifTurn = Clockwise
θ, ifTurn = Counterclockwise (17)  

4. Evaluation and implementation 

4.1. Engine room object detection 

The first experiment uses the engine room as the experimental device 
to detect ten objects, namely the air filter, the auxiliary water tank, the 
battery, the brake oil can, the engine, the fuse box, the oil cap, the oil 
dipstick, the steering oil can, and the wiper water tank shown in Fig. 2. 
Each object in the Mask R-CNN training data set contains about 100 
images. Since the training data set is built using Samsung S8 mobile 
phone lens images, in order to determine whether the object detection 
accuracy is affected by the camera lens, this experiment uses two 
shooting lenses to shoot, respectively, Samsung S8 mobile phone 1200 
Megapixel camera lens and 5-megapixel camera lens built in BT-300 
smart glasses. Using two lenses, a video of about 20 s was recorded. 
The video contains objects rotated 90 degrees clockwise, 90 degrees 
counterclockwise, and objects with different distances from the lens. The 
video serves as a template for the experiment. 

In each video, an image is captured every 5 frames for object 
detection. Once an object is detected, the detected object is marked in 
this frame of image. The detection rate is calculated as Eq. (18). Among 
them, Accuracy represents the correct rate of object detection, TN is the 
total number of frames taken out of each video, and CN is the number of 
frames that correctly detected the object. The recognition rate is used as 
the evaluation standard for object detection. 

Accuracy =
CN
TN

(18) 

In the object training data set of Mask R-CNN, there are about 100 
images for each object (including images with different rotation angles 
and different distances). Each video in the experiment can capture about 
100 images for testing. The overall test recognition rate is 80% shown in 
Table 4. 

It can be seen that the recognition rate of most objects is quite good, 
some even reaching 100% accuracy rate, but the recognition rate of the 
oil dipstick is very bad. After inspection, it is found that the training data 
set is not marked enough and the angles taken by the two lenses are not 
in the training data set, which means that the training data of the oil 
dipstick does not cover all angles. Therefore, ten test images were 
randomly picked from each object’s training data set, and retrained 
using the Mask R-CNN network. The overall test accuracy has been 
increased significantly. Thus, only a small amount of training data needs 
to be added to greatly improve the accuracy of object detection shown in 
Table 5. 

Table 3 (continued )  

Number of colored regoin border (X-axis: distance in millimeter; Y-axis: number of 
colored region border) 

Number of colored regoin border (X-axis: distance in millimeter; Y-axis: number of 
colored region border) 
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4.2. Motherboard object detection 

In order to prove that the system can be used in different situations, 
second object detection experiment was conducted. This experiment 
uses the motherboard as the experimental device. Six objects on the 
motherboard are detected, each with 8 Pin power sockets, CPU slot, 
memory slot, 24 Pin power slot, expansion card slot and hard disk slot 
shown in Fig. 3. Each object in the Mask R-CNN training data set con-
tains about 300 images, training data set creation directly used the 
images taken by the built-in 5-megapixel camera lens of BT-300 smart 

glasses. In the motherboard object training data set of Mask R-CNN, 
there are about 300 images for each object, including object images with 
different rotation angles and different distances. Each video in the 
experiment can capture about 150 images for testing. The overall test 
recognition rate is 95% shown in Table 6. 

4.3. Reaction time for gesture detection 

This experiment was carried out indoors under fluorescent lights. A 
poster car’s engine room were printed and placed on the desktop, and 

Fig. 2. Components in car engine room for detection.  
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experiment’s subject were asked to point the object in the engine room 
to shoot the experiment template. At the moment of the experiment, the 
pointing gesture data set of this system has 300 images, including the 
hands of eight people shooting various pointing gesture images with 
different rotation angles and different distances, and the detection ac-
curacy of the training data set is 100%. Since the training data set was 
built using images taken by the Samsung S8 mobile phone lens, in order 
to determine whether the gesture detection is affected by the camera 
lens, this experiment uses two shooting lenses to shoot, namely the 

Samsung S8 mobile phone lens and the BT-300 smart glasses. In order to 
mimic the built-in camera lens in the smart glasses, the test subject were 
asked to take pictures using the mobile phone in front of their eyes, thus 
simulating the situation of smart glasses. 

The subjects were asked to stand in front of the device in six posi-
tions: near left, near middle, near right, far left, far, and far right, where 
the distance between the device and the subject is about 10 cm for the 
‘near’ positions and 50 cm for the ‘far’ positions. The subject points to 
three objects on the device in each position: auxiliary water tank, en-
gine, and battery. The objects are located on the left, middle and right of 
the device. Each subject stands at each position and points to each object 
and recorded a pointing video for about five to ten seconds each time. 
For each video, the tester is asked to hold the gesture for one second 
before the gesture starts to rotate. Using this principle, 360 videos were 
shot and used as a template for this experiment. 

Once a gesture is detected, the video were marked as a gesture 
detected, and at the same time recorded which frame contains the 
gesture for evaluation and detection. The calculation of the detection 
accuracy rate is described in Eq. (19), where Accuracy is the detection 
accuracy rate, N is the total number of videos, and CN is the calculation 
of the average detection time of the number of videos with gestures as 
shown in Eq. (20), where Time represents the average detection time, 
CN is the number of videos where gestures are detected, V is the videos 
where gestures are detected, FrameIdxv is the video frequency detected 
in the first frame of video V, where the fpsv rate and average detection 
seconds are used as evaluation criteria for gesture detection. 

Accuracy =
CN
N

(19)  

Time =
1

CN
∑CN

v=1

FrameIdxv

fpsv
(20) 

The overall detection and recognition rate is 0.81 s per detection, and 
the worst recognition rate is 67%, and gestures can be detected in 1.7 s at 
most shown in Table 7. The overall detection and recognition rate for 
each objects in the engine room is 89.5%, and the average detection 

Table 4 
Engine Room Object Detection Experiment Results.  

Object Training Data 
SetRecognition Rate 
(%) 

Samsung S8 
Recognition Rate 
(%) 

BT-300 Smart 
Glasses Recognition 
Rate (%) 

Air Filter 100 93 97 
Auxiliary 

Water 
Tank 

100 100 67 

Battery 100 100 100 
Brake Oil 

Can 
100 86 78 

Engine 99 99 99 
Fuse Box 100 71 48 
Oil Cap 90 77 72 
Dipstick 86 1 1 
Oil Tank 100 100 100 
Wiper 

Reservoir 
100 100 100 

Average 98 83 76  

Table 5 
Object Detection Result of Retraining.  

Object Training Data 
SetRecognition Rate 
(%) 

Samsung S8 
Recognition Rate 
(%) 

BT-300 Smart 
Glasses Recognition 
Rate (%) 

Air Filter 100 81 95 
Auxiliary 

Water 
Tank 

100 100 100 

Battery 100 100 100 
Brake Oil 

Can 
100 100 100 

Engine 98 100 100 
Fuse Box 100 100 96 
Oil Cap 91 70 98 
Dipstick 89 87 79 
Oil Tank 100 100 100 
Wiper 

Reservoir 
100 100 100 

Average 98 94 97  

Fig. 3. Motherboard sample.  

Table 6 
Motherboard Object Detection Experiment Results.  

Object Training Data Set 
Recognition Rate (%) 

BT-300 Smart Glasses 
Recognition Rate (%) 

8 Pin Power 
Socket 

96 93 

24 Pin Power 
Socket 

99 88 

CPU Socket 100 100 
Memory Slot 100 100 
Expansion Card 

Slot 
100 99 

Hard Drive Slot 100 93 
Average 99 95  

Table 7 
Gesture Detection Experiment Results in Different Positions.  

Position Samsung S8 Smart Glasses BT-300 
Recognition 
Rate (%) 

Average 
Time (s) 

Recognition 
Rate (%) 

Average 
Time (s) 

Near Left 100  0.54 80 0.8 
Near 

Middle 
97  0.7 73 1.1 

Near 
Right 

93  0.82 67 1.7 

Far Left 97  0.27 93 0.6 
Far 

Middle 
97  0.7 90 1 

Far Right 97  0.5 90 0.94 
Average 97  0.59 82 1.02  
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seconds is 0.81 s shown in Table 8. From the experimental results, it can 
be found that the recognition effect of the engine is the best. The overall 
detection and recognition rate for each test subjects involved in the 
experiment is 89.5%, with an average detection rate of 0.82 s shown in 
Table 9. Experimental results showed that there is a considerable gap 
between the qualities of the detection results, but none of the testers 
have poor recognition rates for both lenses. As for the reasons for low 
recognition rate of tester No. 3 and No. 5, it turns out that whenever 
testers No. 3 and No. 5 point to the auxiliary water tank, the detection 
fails (they are all to the left and their gestures are oblique). While the 
tester themselves are under different cameras, at the same location, and 
pointing to the same object, Samsung S8 can detect gestures with 100% 
accuracy. Recognition rate problems were caused by hand tilt. 

For videos with detected gestures, the average time it takes to detect 
a pointing gesture is 0.81 s, which is equivalent to an average of 21 
frames of images before the gestures are detected. This means that there 
are an average of 20 frames of images in front of the video that cannot be 
detected. In 60% of the videos, gestures were successfully detected in the 
first frame of the video. It is speculated that the remaining 40% of the 
videos are due to dynamic motion or pointing gestures and the data set is 
too different, which makes detection difficult. For the application mode 
of the system, 0.81 s is still within the acceptable range. Since the 
recognition rate of gestures is not up to 90%, it can be concluded that the 
gesture training data set is not comprehensive enough, so 100 gesture 
images were extracted from the experimental video template to be 
added to the gesture training data set, and the Mask R-CNN network was 
retrained. 

4.4. Reaction time for gesture detection under different light levels 

In order to verify whether the level of light affects the detection of 
gestures, another experiment was conducted in outdoor-indoor sce-
narios. Outdoor scenario were shot in an outdoor parking lot, and indoor 
scenario were shot in an underground parking lot. At the moment of the 
experiment, the pointing gesture data set of this system covers 400 
images, including a total of ten people with both hands, shooting various 
pointing gesture images at different rotation angles and different dis-
tances, the detection accuracy of the training data set is 100%. The 
experiment involving different light condition invited a total of 13 
subjects, using 720 videos as the experimental template. Detection ac-
curacy and average detection seconds are selected as the evaluation 
criteria for gesture detection. The detection rate is 96.7%, and each 
detection takes 0.26 s on average. The worst recognition rate is 70%, and 
gestures can be detected in 1.64 s at most shown in Tables 10 and 11. 
Gesture captured indoors by smart glasses has poor recognition effect 
and requires a long detection time. It is presumed that the gesture data 
set of the system itself is all images taken with a mobile phone under 
indoor fluorescent lights. In addition, the dark image captured by the 
smart glasses lens in the room with insufficient light makes it difficult to 
detect gestures. Although the captured image is affected by light, the 
detection accuracy is still reaches 87%. 

4.5. Gesture and non-gesture detection 

The pointing gesture data set of this system covers 400 images, 

including the hands of ten people in various pointing gesture images are 
shot at different rotation angles and different distances. The detection 
accuracy of the training data set is 100%. Similar to the experiment 
design in chapter 3.3, this experiment invites a total of ten test subjects. 
In order to determine whether the accuracy of gesture detection is 
affected by the camera lens, this experiment uses the same two cameras 
as the previous experiments for shooting. The subjects were asked to 
points to three objects on the device: auxiliary water tank, engine, and 
battery in six positions in front of the engine room of the car: near left, 
near middle, near right, far left, middle far, and far right, exactly like the 
previous two experiments. 360 images are taken as a template for this 
gesture experiment; the other two camera lenses are used to take 360 
images of a simple engine room installation at different positions. The 
image is used as a template for the experiment without gestures with a 
total of 720 images. This experiment uses Sensitivity, Specificity, Ac-
curacy, and Kappa indicators to evaluate the reliability of the system. 
The calculation method is shown in Eqs. (21)–(25), where TP, FP, FN, 
and TN are defined in Table 12, T is the sum of TP, FP, FN, TN. The Eq. 

Table 8 
Gesture Detection Experiment Results in Different Objects.  

Object Samsung S8 Smart Glasses BT-300 
Recognition 
Rate (%) 

Average 
Time (s) 

Recognition 
Rate (%) 

Average 
Time (s) 

Battery 92  1.17 78  1.63 
Engine 100  0.29 95  0.56 
Auxiliary 

Water Tank 
98  0.34 73  0.86 

Average 97  0.6 82  1.02  

Table 9 
Gesture Detection Experiment Results in Different Subjects.  

Subject Samsung S8 Smart Glasses BT-300 
Recognition Rate 
(%) 

Average 
Time (s) 

Recognition Rate 
(%) 

Average 
Time (s) 

1 94  0.51 89  1.38 
2 78  1.1 89  1.18 
3 100  0.8 50  1.7 
4 100  0.18 89  0.58 
5 100  0.49 50  1.48 
6 100  0.18 78  0.65 
7 94  0.82 100  0.47 
8 100  0.33 100  0.36 
9 100  0.47 89  2.25 
10 100  1.11 89  0.5 
Average 97  0.6 82  1.05  

Table 10 
Outdoor Experiment Results.  

Position Samsung S8 Smart Glasses BT-300 
Recognition 
Rate (%) 

Average 
Time (s) 

Recognition 
Rate (%) 

Average 
Time (s) 

Near Left 100  0.03 100  0.08 
Near 

Middle 
100  0.06 100  0.11 

Near 
Right 

100  0.03 100  0.19 

Far Left 100  0.03 100  0.04 
Far 

Middle 
100  0.03 100  0.08 

Far Right 100  0.03 100  0.18 
Average 100  0.04 100  0.11  

Table 11 
Indoor Experiment Results.  

Position Samsung S8 Smart Glasses BT-300 
Recognition 
Rate (%) 

Average 
Time (s) 

Recognition 
Rate (%) 

Average 
Time (s) 

Near Left 100  0.03 93  0.53 
Near 

Middle 
100  0.04 87  1.29 

Near 
Right 

100  0.1 70  1.64 

Far Left 100  0.03 93  0.45 
Far 

Middle 
100  0.03 97  0.38 

Far Right 100  0.03 80  0.73 
Average 100  0.05 87  0.83  
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(26) is used as the recognition rate of gesture detection, where P rep-
resents the recognition rate of gesture detection, Nis the total number of 
gesture images, and CN is the number of images where gestures are 
detected. 

Sensitivity =
TP

(TP + FN)
(21)  

Specificity =
TN

(TN + FP)
(22)  

Accuracy =
(TP + TN)

(TP + FP + TN + FN)
(23)  

Confidence =
(TP + FN) × (TP + FP)

T2 +
(TN + FN) × (TN + FP)

T2 (24)  

KAPPA =
Accuracy − Confidence

1 − Confidence
(25)  

P =
CN
N

(26) 

The evaluation indicators of the four systems have different mean-
ings. Sensitivity refers to the proportion of gestures correctly detected by 
the system; specificity refers to the proportion of non-gestures correctly 
marked as non-gestures by the system; accuracy refers to the correct 
classification of gestures and non-gestures by the system. Kappa value is 
used to compare whether the results of two or more observers on the 
same thing or multiple observations of the same thing by the same 
observer are consistent (McHugh, 2012). The value of Kappa value is 
between (− 1, 1) where different values have different meanings(Yilmaz 
& Aktas, 2018). The closer Kappa value is to 1, the system is more 
reliable. The resulting system evaluation index results are as follows: 
Sensitivity 93%, specificity 100%, accuracy 96%, and Kappa value 0.93; 
indicating that the system has a very good reliability shown in Table 13. 
The recognition rate of images taken with Samsung S8 can reach 97%, 
the recognition rate of images taken with BT-300 smart glasses can reach 
88%, and the recognition rate of the overall gesture detection is as high 
as 92.5% shown in Tables 14–16. The recognition results of gestures are 
quite good, and several items even reach 100% recognition rate. Among 
them, the recognition result of subject No. 6 is poor. After comparison, it 
turns out that subject no. 6 has lighter skin color, and their hand is more 
susceptible to light and is harder to detect by the system. 

4.6. Finger pointing analysis 

This experiment continues with the gesture images detected in the 
experiments in Sections 3.3 and 3.4 as the experimental template. The 
image with the detected gestures is analyzed for finger pointing 
completeness gesture capture. The experimental template contains three 
light situations, namely indoor fluorescent light and outdoor sunlight. In 
the context of the gesture experiment template, the mask and skin color 
detection algorithm detected by Mask R-CNN were compared with the 
captured results in 3-3 of this paper. The results of gesture capture were 
divided into five levels, capturing other objects, not grasping the gesture 
at all, incomplete gesture, slightly broken gesture, and complete gesture. 

Every step of finger pointing analysis is very important. If the gesture 
is not captured properly, it causes errors in pointing analysis. The 
fingertip point and finger centroid must be extracted through a set of 
processes. The extraction of fingertip points and finger centroids in the 
paper requires a more complicated procedure, but the recognition effect 
can be increased from 58% to 79%. Finally, the research method of this 
paper is used as a pointing recognition rate experiment. Light affect the 
use of the system, but the recognition rate of pointing analysis still 
reaches nearly 80%. 

5. Conclusion 

This paper proposes a set of augmented reality assistance system 
which was built on smart glasses as a human–machine interface. It al-
lows users to experience the system from a personal perspective through 

Table 12 
Correlation and Term Definition.   

Positive Correlation Negative Correlation 

Gesture 
Detected 

True Positives (TP)  
- Positive class defined as 

positive class  
- Gesture is defined as gesture 

False Positives (FP)  
- Positive class defined as 

negative class  
- No gesture is defined as 

gesture 
Gesture Not 

Detected 
False Negatives (FN)  
- Negative class defined as 

positive class  
- Gesture is defined as no 

gesture 

True Negatives (TN)  
- Negative class defined as 

negative class  
- No gesture is defined as no 

gesture  

Table 13 
Gesture Detection Experiment Results.   

Actual Classification 

Detection 
Results  

Gestures 
detected 

No gestures 
detected 

Gestures detected 334 0 
No gestures 
detected 

26 360  

Table 14 
Gesture Recognition Rate per Objects.  

Object Samsung S8 Recognition 
Rate (%) 

Smart Glasses BT-300 
Recognition Rate (%) 

Battery 98 88 
Engine 98 88 
Auxiliary Water 

Tank 
95 88 

Average 97 88  

Table 15 
Gesture Recognition Rate per Position.  

Position Samsung S8 Recognition 
Rate (%) 

Smart Glasses BT-300 Recognition 
Rate (%) 

Near Left 97 87 
Near 

Middle 
97 83 

Near Right 97 87 
Far Left 100 98 
Far Middle 100 93 
Far Right 93 83 
Average 97 88  

Table 16 
Gesture Recognition Rate per Subject.  

Subject Samsung S8 Recognition Rate 
(%) 

Smart Glasses BT-300 Recognition 
Rate (%) 

1 100 89 
2 78 100 
3 100 83 
4 100 78 
5 100 83 
6 100 67 
7 100 94 
8 100 89 
9 100 100 
10 94 100 
Average 97 88  
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the pointing gestures that can show the relevant information of the 
object pointed by the finger and the corresponding virtual tool. The 
contributions and novelty by the study can be summarized: (1) 
improvement for gesture capture due to the error between the analysis 
angle and the actual angle less than 1.32 degrees; (2) object recognition 
in general condition reaching as high as 95.5% with an average pro-
cessing rate at 0.26 s; (3) object recognition in weak light condition still 
reaching 79%. The findings only use a simple process and a small 
amount of data to detect specific device objects, by creating a device 
object data set. Considering that simply using skin color to capture 
image gestures lose a lot of hand information, the mask information of 
Mask R-CNN can be used to extract the gesture area in the image based 
on the skin color information of the current light situation. 

The suggestions for the future work are basically due to few current 
constraints. Although the skin color can be extracted, it is still affected 
by light. When facing insufficient light, it may affect the gesture 
detection; thus, pre-processing may need in the future to overcome the 
light problem. Furthermore, the proposed work is designed for bare 
hands. It may affect the results for the pointing analysis when wearing 
accessories on hands such as rings, watches, bracelets, etc., On the other 
hand, although the pointing gesture data set established by this system 
covers most types, the pointing gestures based on personal preferences 
may vary. It is inevitable to face difficulty to identify those various 
gestures. Analyzing the expansion of the database will complete the 
work. The other suggestion for future work lies on video and real time 
implementation. Although all examples and implementation illustrated 
in Section 4 are based on picture inputs and analysis outputs, the study 
proves that the proposed system is feasible and efficient in both accuracy 
rate and processing time. We have conducted a follow-up study using 
video and real time tests and the results are as good as that in Section 4. 
We will demonstrate the results with other applications in the future. 
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